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Introduction1
In The Library at Night, Alberto Manguel writes, “Every library is autobiographical (…)
Our books reflect who we are and who we have been.”2 As a librarian, I find this quote
compelling. For some time now, I have been wondering what I could learn if I could browse the
bookshelves of dance professionals of the past. Did they own works of their peers or works of
the past? Were their reading interests varied? Were they influenced by their readings? To find
out, I have been searching for evidence of book ownership by pre-twentieth-century dance
professionals.3 My little hobby horse yielded little success until last year when I came upon the
earliest detailed records of books owned by a dancing master that I have found so far, that is, the
sale catalog of the library of Jean-Étienne Despréaux.4
This paper delves into the life and career of this versatile figure, as read through the sale
catalog of his library. In addition, it explores the fascinating story of Despréaux’s own copy of
Thoinot Arbeau’s 1589 edition of the Orchésographie, from its acquisition by Despréaux to its
current resting place in the library of the Nederlands Muziek Instituut in The Hague.5

1. Despréaux, the versatile artist
Despréaux was born in Paris in 1748 and died there in 1820. During his long life, he wore
many hats: dancer, parodist, lyricist, director of public festivals, inspector-general of the Opéra,
dancing master to Napoleon’s second wife, Empress Marie-Louise, Duchess of Parma (17911847), teacher of deportment and dance at the École royale de musique et de déclamation, and
more.6 He was the husband of the famous dancer Marie-Madeleine Guimard (1743-1816); the
author of Mes passe-temps: Chansons suivies de L’art de la danse, a collection of song lyrics
followed by a poem on dance modeled after Boileau-Despréaux’s L’Art poétique7; the inventor
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of a musical chronometer (or metronome)8; and the inventor of an unpublished, innovative
system of dance notation9, and an avid reader.

2. Despréaux, the reader
“I read everything, and I know nothing; But what does it matter? this amuses me.”10 So
wrote Despréaux in one of his songs. Despréaux’s love of reading, or as he calls it in his
manuscript memoirs, his “mania to read,” began at the age of ten when he found books at his
eldest brother’s house.11 As soon as he had money, he spent it on books. He claimed he spent all
day practicing dance, and all night reading.12
In “My library or The Nightmare,” a song he wrote during the French Revolution (in
1795), Despréaux recounts having to sell some of his books during a difficult financial period.13
The lyrics include over sixty literary references: to French writers such as Molière, Jean Racine
and Jean-Jacques Rousseau; foreign authors from ancient to modern times, like Plato, Virgil,
Erasmus and Isaac Newton; and specific works, including Voltaire’s Candide and Miguel de
Cervantes’s Don Quixote. On the basis of this song, we can assume that, by 1795, Despréaux had
a fine library.

3. The Estate Sale
Despréaux’s belongings were sold at a five-day long estate sale held at his home in July
1820. The public notice of the sale reads: “Sale of furniture, linen, books, objects of curiosity,
jewelry, silverware, and other household items following the death of Mr. J. Etienne Despréaux,
former professor of dance, and inspector general of court spectacles.”14
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The detailed list of items sold each day give us a rare opportunity to peek at the contents
of the house of a well-to-do dancing master who seemed to have navigated the French
Revolution unscathed. On the first day were sold various household items; the next day, “good
personal and household linens”; the third day, furniture of all kinds, including a mahogany
bookcase. Despréaux’s books, “numbering 2,000,” were sold on the next three nights. Among
the highlights were books “on dance and opera.”15 On the last night were sold art works,
curiosity objects, jewelry, musical instruments and scores. Of significance to dance scholars are
busts of Gardel and Vestris and a pochette given by Louis XIV to his dancing master, Pierre
Beauchamp. The public was informed that a “notice of books” was available at the auctioneers
Olivier and Royer, and at the bookseller Brunet.16 This notice of books is in fact the catalog of
Despréaux’s library.17

4. The Library Catalog
The catalog is a 15-page booklet compiled by the Paris bibliographer Jacques-Charles
Brunet.18 It details the content of Despréaux’s library in 231 lots. It reveals the titles of 302
books in 1,034 volumes and shows that Despréaux was a reader with a wide-range of interests. It
is important to point out that, while the catalog is very detailed, we will probably never know the
full extent of Despéaux’s library because some lots contain multiple unidentified items. For
instance, lot 145 includes “other plays,” and lot 150, “other works of the same category.”19 This
can explain, at least in part, the difference between the number of volumes listed in the catalog
and the number advertised in the notice of the estate sale.
Despréaux collected mostly books published after 1750. The median date of publication
of his collection is 1784. The newest book he owned was published in 1819, the year before his
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death. But Despréaux also collected older books: he owned twenty-three books published before
1700, the earliest one dating from 1574.
The catalog is divided into four sections. The first section, the shortest, consists of thirtyeight books about theology, jurisprudence, and sciences and arts, among which are a French
translation of the Koran and a book on illnesses caused by masturbation.20 The second and
largest section, literature, lists 119 books. Among these books are the complete works of Voltaire
in ninety-two volumes, several issues of an almanac for gourmands (note the library of a
gourmand on the frontispiece of the 1803 issue), dictionaries of rhymes that would have come
handy when Despréaux wrote parodies, poems and songs, and two copies of his own book, Mes
Passe-Temps.21 The final section, history, contains sixty-one books, including travel literature,
such as the voyages of James Cook in French.22
Between the literature and history sections is an unusual section labeled “Dramatic arts,
Music, Art of the dance, Public celebrations, Costumes, etc.”23 This section collocates eightythree books that would have been inserted in different sections in typical sale catalogs of the
period. Books about dance, for instance, would have been buried among books about
gymnastics, at the end of the sciences and arts section. This section highlights the singularity of
Despréaux’s collection and suggests a connection between performing arts, which is unusual in
book catalogs of this period.
As you can see, books about dance constitute the second largest category in this section.
They represent eight percent of Despréaux’s entire book collection. Books about dance are rare
in sale catalogs and bibliographies of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.24 For instance,
there are only eight amongst the nearly 18,000 books listed in the 1820 edition of Brunet’s
Manuel du libraire et de l’amateur du livre, the indispensable handbook of its time for
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booksellers and book lovers.25 That Despréaux managed to acquire twenty-five dance books
fairly evenly distributed between 1589 and 1811, five of which are listed in Brunet’s Manuel du
libraire, is extraordinary. The collection, listed on your handout,26 is well rounded, although
chiefly French. It comprises reference works, books about dance history, theory, technique,
notation, and treatises on social and theatrical dance. It anticipates the modern notion of a canon
of historical dance monuments. The earliest dance work is the 1589 edition of the
Orchésographie; the latest, J.H. Gourdoux-Daux’s 1811 Principes et notions élémentaires sur
l'art de la danse pour la ville. In addition, Despréaux’s library included many other books that
were pertinent to the study of dance, such as compilations of ballets, ballets-pantomimes, and
operas, books on the history of the Paris Opera, on gesture, mime, and theatrical action, along
with books on medicine, including one on therapeutic gymnastics.
We know that Despréaux read books in his library and used them in his works. His poem
L’art de la danse, for instance, quotes from many books that are in his library, such as Louis de
Cahusac’s La danse ancienne et moderne.27 But the proof that Despréaux did not collect books
simply for the pleasure of possessing them can be seen in one specimen that is now kept at the
Nederlands Muziek Instituut in the Hague, and that is Despréaux’s copy of Arbeau’s
Orchésographie that I will now refer to simply as the Orchésographie.

5. Despréaux’s Orchésographie
The Orchésographie is a fascinating book that includes some sixteenth-century
annotations. As you can see on the screen, in this 1597 inscription, someone is called drunkard,
fool, and bastard, among other insults28. On the cover, Despréaux wrote “Orchésographie (…)
This book belongs to Jean-Étienne Despréaux, born in 1748.”29 On the front endpaper,
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Despréaux’s personality shines! It is evident that he was pleased with his acquisition. He notes
that this book was given to him on June 24, 1810, by Papillon, a former dancing master at
Versailles, in exchange for a golden snuffbox. He adds a personal stamp of ownership. He lists
his professional titles from répétiteur of imperial ceremonies to man of letters. He even describes
himself in a charming song dated in Paris, on January 1st, 1811:
Songwriter and parodist
I rhyme from time to time
Very happy, thus I exist
Since more than sixty years
Despite my fragile health
I laugh at all my pains
I, native of this city
Jean-Étienne Despréaux.30
At the time Despréaux acquired his copy, Arbeau’s Orchésographie had been considered
a rare book for nearly a century.31 However, Despréaux’s annotations prove that he did not
acquire his copy only for its value as a rare book, but to read it and gain knowledge from it.
Regarding the etymology of the title Orchésographie, Despréaux notes on the cover: “this word
in Greek means danse écrite [written dance].”32 He remarks that the basse danse is a dance with
no jumping.33 He makes connections between “Les Tricotets,” a dance he had described in his
poem L’art de la danse, and the tricorie, a dance described by Arbeau.34 He records that, in the
notation of the basse danse, an uppercase R stands for reverence and a lower case b for branle.35
He observes that the “pied élargi,” a step to the left at the beginning of a double step, is the same
as a “pied écarté.”36
Despréaux’s manuscript choreographic notation system is very different from Arbeau’s.37
For this reason, Régine Astier wrote: “It is hardly likely that Despréaux would have looked as far
back as” Arbeau “to create his new langage chorégraphique.”38 We now have proof that
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Despréaux owned the Orchésographie and actively read it at around the same time as he was
writing his manuscript. In addition, we know, from his library catalog, that he was exposed to
other forms of choreographic notation, such as Beauchamp-Feuillet notation.39 It is therefore
likely that these systems did inform the development of his notation. In fact, Despréaux refers to
the Orchésographie on the title page of his manuscript. He remarks that Orchésographie is the
genuine title of his work. However, he explains that he cannot use this word as the title of his
work on dance because the Greek word (orchestra) has been used for over a century to designate
the place where musicians play. Instead, he reuses two words he had inscribed on the cover of
the Orchésographie as the first part of the title of his manuscript: “Danse écrite– ou
Terpsi=coro=graphie, ou Nouvel essai de la théorie de la danse.”40
One may wonder if Despréaux was developing his notation system as he was reading and
annotating his Orchésographie. Did he decide to associate letters with positions and steps in his
notation system because he was influenced by the notation of the basse danse in the
Orchésographie? Did he decide to choose the letter E to represent a second position or “pied
écarté” for the same reason?

6. An Orchésographie Through Time
Traces of ownerships allow us to follow the journey of the Orchésographie through time.
As we saw, Despréaux recorded that he acquired the Orchésographie in 1810 from the dancing
master Papillon who lived at Versailles. A signature on the back endpaper reveals that the book
also belonged to “Anatole, ballet master of the Theatre Royal in London and ‘pensionnaire’ of
the Royal Academy of Music of Paris.”41 Anatole is Auguste Anatole Petit, known as Monsieur
Anatole (1789-1857). Evidence suggests that Anatole acquired the Orchésographie during the
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sale of Despréaux’s library because he owned another book sold during this event, a copy of
Brunet’s Histoire générale de la danse, now housed at the Bibliothèque de l’Opéra.42 This is the
only other book owned by Despréaux that I have located so far.
The next traceable owner of the Orchésographie is the ballet master Henri Justamant
(1815-1893), whose library was sold on May 15, 1893.43 The catalog of the sale confirms the
provenance of Justamant’s Orchésographie: it lists previous known owners, Papillon, Despréaux
and Anatole, and describes and quotes inscriptions.44 In addition, the catalog reveals that
Justamant owned many books about book collecting and bibliophilia, along with limited editions
and rare books. We can therefore infer that, unlike Despréaux, Justamant acquired the
Orchésographie chiefly for its value as a rare annotated volume with a distinguished lineage of
former owners.
A sheet tipped into the Orchésographie reveals the initials of a later owner in the form of
three musical notes on a staff.45 This is the bookplate of Daniël François Scheurleer (1855-1927),
a Dutch banker and amateur musicologist who owned a private music library and museum in The
Hague.46 Scheurleer acquired the Orchésographie sometimes between 1893 and 1902.47 In his
library catalogue published in 1910, he only indicated that his copy was “the exemplar belonging
to the dancing master of the Empress Marie-Louise of France, Despréaux, who wrote some notes
in it.”48 From then on, catalogs describing this Orchésographie only name Despréaux as its
previous owner. Papillon, Anatole, and Justamant, who, from a dance historical perspective,
enrich the story of this copy, are no longer included in its provenance.
In 1932, five years after Scheurleer died, the Orchésographie, along with most of his
collection, was sold by his son Constant to the city of The Hague and moved to the library of the
Municipal Museum (Gemeentemuseum Den Haag). 49 The stamp of the museum appears on the
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front endpaper. Finally, in December 2000, the Orchésographie, was relocated to its current
resting place in the Nederlands Muziek Instituut.50 Thus in less than 200 years, the
Orchésographie journeyed through the libraries of four dance professionals, one amateur
musicologist and his son, and two cultural institutions.

Conclusion:
Let me conclude as I started: “Every library is autobiographical (…) Our books reflect
who we are and who we have been.”51 Despréaux’s books, as listed in the sale catalog of his
library, reflect who he was: a dancing master with a wide range of interests, eager to build a
comprehensive collection of books about dance before the existence of a canon of historical
dance monuments. The sale catalog of his library confirms that he owned books he cited in his
own works. His Orchésographie demonstrates how he actively read books he owned, annotating
them along the way. The marks of ownership Despréaux and others left in the Orchésographie
allow us to follow its 200-year journey from owner to owner, from Versailles to The Hague.
As I was studying Despréaux’s library and his Orchésographie, I kept wondering what
the other books he owned could reveal. Above all, I would love to find his copy of Noverre’s
Lettres sur les arts imitateurs en général et sur la danse en particulier which includes, according
to the sale catalog, manuscript notes by Despréaux. Please, don’t forget to let me know if you
find it.
1
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Lunsingh Scheurleer (1881-1941). On this subject, see Zwart, pp. 63-64. The Hague Municipal Museum or
29
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Gemeentemuseum Den Hague is described as “a modern palace of the arts.” Its name will change to Kunstmuseum
Den Haag in fall 2019. For more information, consult the Museum’s website: https://www.gemeentemuseum.nl/en.
50
Zwart, 66. For information on the Netherlands Music Institute Library (Nederlands Musiek Instituut), consult its
website at http://www.nederlandsmuziekinstituut.nl/en.
51
Manguel, The Library at Night, 194.
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Notice of Despréaux’s estate sale
[Affichette de la vente après décès du linge, livres... et autres effets mobiliers après le décès de
Jean-Etienne Despréaux]. Paris : impr. de C. Ballard, [1820]. Digitized version available at
Gallica: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b52510652w
Sale catalog of Despréaux’s library
Brunet, Charles Jacques. Notice des livres de la bibliothèque de feu M. J.-E. Despréaux,
inspecteur général des spectacles de la cour (….). [Paris], juillet 1820. Digitized version
available at Gallica: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k322028b
Chronological list of dance books owned by Despréaux
(List generated from OCLC bibliographic records)
Arbeau, Thoinot. Orchésographie et traicté en forme de dialogue, par lequel toutes personnes
peuvent facilement apprendre et pratiquer l'honnest exercice des dances. Lengres, 1589.
Despréaux’s copy owned by: Nederlands Muziek Instituut (NMI Kluis B 16).
Negri, Cesare. Nuove inventioni di balli. Milano, 1604.
Meurs, Johannes van. Ioannis Meursi Orchestra, sive, De saltationibus veterum, liber singularis.
Lugduni Batavorum, 1618.
Vincent, Philippe. Le procès des dances débattu. La Rochelle, 1646.
Lettres patentes du roy pour l'établissement de l'Académie royale de danse en la ville de Paris.
Paris, 1663.
Menestrier, Claude-François. Des ballets anciens et modernes selon les regles du theatre. Paris,
1682.
Feuillet, Raoul-Auger. Recueil de contredances mises en chorégraphie. Paris, 1706.
Bonnet, Jacques. Histoire générale de la danse, sacrée et prophane. Paris, 1724. Despréaux’s
copy owned by: Bibliothèque nationale de France, Bibliothèque-musée de l'opéra (RES768).
Sol, C. Méthode très facile et fort nécessaire pour montrer à la jeunesse de l'un & l'autre sexe la
manière de bien dancer. La Haye, 1725.
Rameau, Pierre. Abbregé de la nouvelle methode, dans l'art d'écrire ou de traçer toutes sortes,
de danses de ville. Paris, 1725.
Rameau, Pierre. Le maître à danser. Paris, 1748.
Boulenger de Rivery, Claude-François-Félix. Recherches historiques critiques sur quelques
anciens spectacles, et particulierement sur les mimes et sur les pantomimes, avec des
notes. Paris, 1751.
Cahusac, Louis de. La danse ancienne et moderne, ou Traité historique de la danse . La Haye,
1754.
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Malpied, N. Élémens de chorégraphie contenant la description de plusieurs pas et les
mouvemens en usage dans l'art de la danse. Paris, 1762.
La Cuisse, Sr. de. Le répertoire des bals, ou Théorie-pratique des contredanses, décrites d'une
manière aisée avec des figures démonstratives pour les pouvoir danser facilement,
auxquelles on a ajouté les airs notés. Paris, 1762.
Magny, Claude-Marc. Principes de chorégraphie. Paris, 1765.
Dorat, Claude Joseph. La danse. Paris, 1767.
Guillaume, Simon. Almanach dansant, ou, Positions et attitudes de l'allemande. Paris, 1770.
Compan, Charles. Dìctionnaire de danse. Paris, 1787.
L'Aulnaye. De la saltation théatrale, ou Recherches sur l'origine, les progrès, & les effets de la
pantomime chez les anciens. Paris, 1790.
Moreau de Saint-Méry, M. L. E. De la danse . Parme, 1803.
Berchoux, J. de. La danse, ou Les dieux de l'Opéra. Paris, 1806.
Petit, L. S. O. Observations sur les moyens de perfectionner la tournure des jeunes demoiselles.
Londres, 1806.
Noverre, Jean Georges. Lettres sur les arts imitateurs en général et sur la danse en particulier.
Paris, 1807.
J. H. G. Principes et notions élémentaires sur l'art de la danse pour la ville. Paris, 1811.
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